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HBRP follows a set rule of guidelines for all it’s Authors. Only original research papers/ 

review papers/ short articles and case studies can be submitted in the journal based on it’s 

focus and scope. It is mandatory that the work has not been published previously or under 

consideration for publication in any journal, magazine or website. 

 

Plagiarism 

 

We do not accept plagiarised papers. All the manuscripts are screened for plagiarism 

before they are considered for submission. If the manuscript is found plagiarised at any 

stage of publication will be rejected. 

 

Submission 

 

 All files should be submitted online on the journal's website www.hbrppublication.com

Submissions by email of any manuscript is also accepted. 

 Figures and tables should be embedded in the manuscript as one single word 

file(.doc file) for submission , Once your submission is completed online, the online 

journal management system that we are using will generate a manuscript ID and 

password that will be sent to corresponding author’s email id.

 Submission will only be considered completed once you send the scanned copy of 

copyright/declaration form.

 After the successful submission of the manuscript , an acknowledgement will be 

sent to your email id.

 After the manuscript is accepted for publication, any inquiry related to publishing can 

be addressed with our publishing team.

 
 

Manuscript Format 

 

The Author’s should submit the Manuscript in the following format. 

 Title: Title must be informative and specific and reflect the purpose of the paper.

 Author Name, Affiliation and Email ID: Author(s) First name and Last name 

only. Affiliation should include author’s designation, department, college, city, 

state and country. Corresponding Author’s E-Mail is only required.

 Abstract: One paragraph containing at most 100 words. It is a kind of summary of 

the report.

 Keywords: Minimum 3-5 most important terms that describes your research to 

be mentioned.

 Introduction: This section should be informing the reader of the relevance of your 

research.

 Literature Survey: This section includes a short history and all the researches done 

in the background by previous researchers.

 Methods / Approach: This section should describe how you are supposed to rectify 

the problem, what approach or what methodology you are supposed to use in your 

paper.

 Results/ Discussion: This section describes the outputs generated in the 

methodology section.
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 Conclusion: Final result of your research performed.

 Future Scope: What are the future possibilities of improvement in the research you 

performed. Discuss the limitations and benefits over historical research.

 References: Minimum 5-7 references are mandatory.

 Make sure you are formatting your manuscript as per HBRP Sample Paper Format.

 
 

Editorial Review 

 Manuscripts that are judged as plagiarised or are of insufficient quality for 

publication are rejected during initial screening. The remaining manuscripts go 

through a blind peer review process with reviewers and editors. Possible decisions 

after review are: Acceptation, revision or rejection. Authors should submit back their 

revisions within 14 days in the case of revision.


